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Ninja jungle adventure mode

PUBG Mobile has a new mode called Jungle Adventure after several teasers. It is a relatively small addition to the Sanhok map and brings new mechanics and features to the very popular game. The jungle-themed update brings totems, jungle food, and hot air balloons to the game, but players will need to be lucky to try
it out immediately, as they have a chance to enter Jungle Adventure mode. The updated version of the game is available on Android and Apple devices. Jungle Adventure mode new featuresTotems: Jungle Adventure mode adds mysterious totems to the Sanhok map in PUBG Mobile. These totems will give players
different blessings, according to the press release. The three types of totems include power totems, strategy totems, and protection totems. These allow players to repair helmets and vests, restore energy and restore health respectively. Players can find totems scattered on the map and pray while they are next to them.
Jungle Food: Players entering Sanhok Jungle Adventure mode will find special fruits throughout the map. They can plunder and consume these fruits to have the chance to experience mystical effects. However, these effects can be both positive and negative. There are random buffs and debuffs that will allow players to
restore health or energy, be able to sense air drops or cause dizziness. Hot air balloons: This new vehicle will allow battlefield detection players from the sky to gain an edge over the enemy. Jungle Adventure mode is now available. If the Sanhok map hasn't already been downloaded, you can go to the map selection
screen and find it in the Classic section. It has a size of 142 MB and comes with the new Jungle Adventure mode. Keep in mind that there is only one random chance for players to be eliminated in this mode. If you adhere to this mode, there will be Jungle Adventure written at the bottom right of the screen. Is Realme TV
the best TV under Rs. 15,000 in India? We discussed this on Orbital, our weekly technology podcast, which you can subscribe to through Apple Podcasts or RSS, download the episode, or just press the play button below. For the latest tech news and reviews, follow Gadgets 360 on Twitter, Facebook, and Google News.
For the latest videos on gadgets and technology, subscribe to our YouTube channel. Further readings: PUBG, PUBG Mobile, PUBG Mobile Jungle Adventure Mode THE Jungle Adventure mode by PUBG Mobile that release on June 1 CMD368 - The release date for pubg mobile's latest mode has been revealed. Jungle
Adventure mode will arrive in the battle royale game on June 1. The mode will only be playable on the Sanhok map. It has been added as update 0.18.0 earlier this month and will finally be available next month. Some players will be randomly placed in this mode when playing a classic game on Sanhok, according to
patch 0.18.0 notes. Therefore, Jungle Adventure mode will not be released as Evo-Ground mode. While the mode will be characterized by a normal classical correspondence, there be some exciting additions to the battlefield, including totems, jungle food, and hot air balloons. Ancient totems that can be used to receive a
blessing or an item can be found on the map in this mode. Jungle food, on the other hand, will grow in the jungles of Sanhok. Players can consume it for mysterious effects. Tencent has not revealed what the blessing or mysterious effects will be. Players will have to wait for the mode to be released to find out. The hot air
balloon might be the most exciting addition to this mode, though. This aerial vehicle is located on the map. Players can control it to take flight and control the battlefield. This is the first time Tencent has released a mode that will be integrated with classic matches in PUBG Mobile. Pubg Mobile Jungle Adventure Mode is
now available Jungle Adventure mode introduces a new mode of transport: a hot air balloon The last mode is available in the Sanhok map and will be available on a random basis PUBG Mobile's Jungle Adventure mode was the game's last dynamic development. Diving deep into the new set of mechanics and features
PUBG Mobile has brought players inside the relatively small Sanhok map, here are some of the one to keep an eye on. Hot air balloons A whole new vehicle that allows players to detect the battlefield from the skies, gaining an advantage over their opponents. Players will be able to see the location of hot air balloons on
the map. Once you board a hot air balloon, you can throw it into the air. When the hot air balloon is in the sky, you will be able to see where the totems are in the jungle, which will make it easier for you to find them. After launching a hot air balloon into the sky, you'll need to lower it back to the ground before you can
continue exploring. If you think the hot air balloon is going too slowly, you'll be able to parachute in from the hot air balloon. Mysterious jungle fruit players making their way into Sanhok Jungle Adventure mode will find special jungle fruits spread across the map. Consuming these fruits gives players the chance to
experience the following magical effects, both positive and negative. There are 3 buffs and 1 debuff that players randomly get: view the distance of gunshots, steps, and vehicle voice markers Instantly restore 50% of Energy Display to the position of Air Drops makes you stun and blur your vision. Lost Treasures The Lost
Treasures game event is now available, players can come with their friends and try to find the treasures of the Mysterious Jungle. Access to this mode is based solely on luck, if you are, you will find Jungle Adventure written at the bottom right of the screen. So be sure to download the map on your device, and if you're
lucky enough, you'll be welcomed into the jungle. Support for Apple Mac iPad iPhone Watch TV Music Music
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